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Description

Technical Field

[0001] Embodiments relate generally to the field of electronic data processing and more particularly to architecture of application programs.

Background and Prior Art

[0002] The field of electronic data processing has become more and more important. There have been significant gains in the performance of hardware such as computer systems, and this has enabled the development of application programs that may be able to perform complex tasks. Today, application programs are developed to run on computer systems in many different areas and possibly providing different functions.

[0003] An application program may be configurable, that is, one or more parameters may be set so that the application program functions in a desired way. For example, a parameter may be used to switch on and off a specific function of the application program. In a different example, changing a parameter may modify a function of the application program. A configurable application program may provide many different functions. Such an application program may have many different parameters that are configurable to determine how the application program works.

[0004] An example for configurable application programs may be enterprise-level applications (e.g., enterprise resource planning (ERP) programs). Such software applications may be used to support processes of an enterprise, for example a company. Many applications may be totally or partially generic so that they may be used for companies with different processes and of different sizes. It will be appreciated that a certain degree of customisation may be necessary with respect to such applications to adapt the applications to the processes of an individual company. Furthermore, configuring an application may involve changing numerous parameters two or more of which may be related to each.

[0005] Document US 2003/0101245 A1 relates to methods for reconfiguring an application running on a server without restarting the server. Methods steps include reading application configuration information related to a new version of the application, constructing an application configuration based on the application configuration information, and providing the application configuration to the server.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0006] Some embodiments are illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings in which:

[0007] Fig. 1 is a simplified block diagram of an example embodiment.

Detailed Description

[0008] Fig. 2 is a state diagram illustrating example relationships between configuration states and configurations.

[0009] Fig. 3A is a flowchart illustrating an example workflow described by event-driven process chains.

[0010] Fig. 3B is a flowchart illustrating an example of the workflow with a user interface for requesting a change of a configuration.

[0011] Fig. 3C is a flowchart illustrating a first intermediate workflow, according to an example embodiment, complying with the requested change.

[0012] Fig. 3D is a flowchart illustrating a second intermediate workflow, according to an example embodiment, that includes semantic consequences of the requested change.

[0013] Fig. 3E is a flowchart illustrating a further workflow, according to an example embodiment, that complies with the requested change and is consistent.

[0014] Fig. 3F is a relationship diagram illustrating an example semantic relation, according to an example embodiment.

[0015] Fig. 4 is a diagram of an example change of configurations using an integrity providing transformation.

[0016] Fig. 5 is a diagram of two example independent changes of configurations using integrity providing transformations.

[0017] Fig. 6 is a diagram of two example sequential changes of configurations using integrity providing transformations.

[0018] Fig. 7 is a simplified flow diagram of an example embodiment.

[0019] Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a software architecture, according to an example embodiment.

[0020] The following description of examples includes details for illustrating embodiments and is not intended to limit the scope of the embodiments or to be exhaustive. In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of some example embodiments. It will be evident, however, to one skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details.

[0021] Changing a configuration of an application program to obtain a consistent configuration may be related to different aspects. Changing the configuration may involve setting one or more parameters in such a way that the application program functions in a desired way. Furthermore, there may be rules that may be related to a configuration so that a consistency of the configuration may be checked according to one or more criteria. The different aspects relate to how to obtain a configuration that has a consistency.

[0022] One example aspect may include a system for changing the configuration. The system may include a
communication unit, a storage unit, and a processing unit. The processing unit may use a set of configuration states that represent configurations of the application program and that are consistent with a system of rules. The processing unit may identify a further configuration state and use an integrity preserving transformation to ensure that the further configuration is obtained that has the consistency or that the configuration remains unchanged.

A further example aspect is a computer program product that may have features that correspond to features of the method. Accordingly, the computer program product has desired features of the method. The computer program product is disclosed and variations of the computer program product are disclosed with optional features.

Fig. 1 is a simplified block diagram of a system, according to an example embodiment. The example embodiment includes a computer system 100 for changing a configuration of an application program. The computer system 100 includes a communication unit 110, a user interface 115, a processing unit 120, and a storage unit 130. The user interface 115 is an optional component as is indicated by a broken line in the figure. In a further example, the user interface 115 may be a part of a further computer system. Lines between components of the computer system represent communicative couplings (or interfaces) between the components so that data may be exchanged in either direction.

The computer system 100 may be a personal computer (PC), a server, or a plurality of servers configured to execute software programs. The computer system 100 may include a client and a server related according to client server architecture, or may include one or more peer computers arranged in a peer-to-peer (or distributed) architecture. In a further example, the computer system may include a plurality of individual computer systems that are connected by the Internet or by an intranet of for example a company.

The computer system 100 may run (for example host and execute) the application program and a program which allows for changing the configuration of the application program. The program which allows for changing the configuration may be a part of the application program. In a further example, the computer system 100 may allow for changing the application program which runs on a further computer system.

The communication unit 110 is configured to receive a request for changing the configuration. The request may be created by a user that desires to configure the application program, that is, to adjust the application program to work in a specific way. The user may be also a user of the application program or the user may be an information technology (IT) specialist or consultant that configures the application program for further users.

In the example, the communication unit 110 is communicatively coupled to the user interface 115. The user interface 115 may include (or at the very least provide data to and receive data from): a monitor, for displaying graphical user interfaces to the user, a keyboard and a pointing device (e.g., a mouse) for entering input, together with further interfaces such as voice controlled interfaces. With the user interface 115, the user may create the request and the request may be processed and sent to the communication unit 110. The communication unit 110 may include a specialized processing unit (not shown) for receiving data from the user interface 115. In
a further example, the communication unit 110 may include a connection (not shown) to the Internet so that requests from the Internet may be received. Instead of the Internet, an intranet of an entity such as a company may be used. In a further example, the communication unit 110 may be a terminal that is a part of the computer system but may be located in a room different from a room with further units of the computer system 100. The communication unit 110 may send data representing the request to the processing unit 120 and the processing unit may send a further request for retrieving data from the storage unit 130.

[0032] The storage unit 130 is configured to access a configuration state that represents a configuration relating to the application program, as will be described more fully below. The storage unit 130 may include a random access memory (RAM), a data base, or a file stored on a hard disc drive. The storage unit 130 may include a further computer system that is used for storing data such as a data base server.

[0033] The configuration may include parameters that may be configured to modify a processing of data of the application program in a predetermined way. Setting the parameters may also be part of a customization of the application program. The parameters may be contents of fields stored in one or more data base tables or values stored in a file or object. The configuration may include numerous (e.g., thousands of) parameters, as for example may be the case for enterprise-level programs, or enterprise applications such as for example enterprise resource planning (ERP) programs. The configuration state may be an object of a model. The model may be used to represent configurations of the application program in order to simplify configuring the application program. In a further example, the configuration state may include each parameter of the configuration. The configuration states may include elements. An element of a configuration state may be defined according to the model and may represent one or more parameters or parameter values of a configuration. In a further example, the element may be identical to a parameter of the configuration.

[0034] The processing unit 120 is configured to identify a further configuration state that is consistent from a formal point of view. The storage unit 130 may be a central processing unit (CPU) of a computer system. The system of rules may for example include rules that describe meaningful relations between elements of configuration states. The rules may generally apply to configuration states and may be used to check one or more criteria that configuration states may be required to fulfill. The criteria may be applied to configuration states and therefore be used to define a consistency of a configuration. A configuration state fulfilling the criteria may represent a configuration that is correct from a formal point of view. In an example, a further configuration state may be also an object of the model and therefore may be consistent according to the system of rules. The number of rules that the system of rules include may vary and in a further example, the system of rules may include one rule. Furthermore, the further configuration state may represent a further configuration that complies with the request. The processing unit 120 may be further configured to use an integrity preserving transition to change the configuration to the further configuration. The integrity preserving transition may terminate with the further configuration, when the integrity preserving transition changes the configuration. In the example, the integrity preserving transition may either completely change the configuration to the further configuration or may leave the configuration in its original state.

[0035] Fig. 2 is a state diagram illustrating relations between configuration states and configurations, according to an example embodiment. In the example, the user may be provided by the user interface 115 with a graphical object that represents a configuration state 212. The graphical object may for example be a diagram or a list of parameters. The configuration state 212 is a one state of a set 210 of configuration states that are consistent according to a model. The configuration state 212 represents a configuration 222 (e.g., an actual current configuration of the relevant application program). The configuration 222 may be one configuration of a set 220 of possible configurations of the application program. In a further example, the configuration state 212 may be inconsistent according to a model. A reason may be, for example, that the application program may be sent to a customer with a default configuration that is not supposed to have a consistency. In the further example, the default configuration may be required to be changed by the customer prior to the application program may start to work properly.

[0036] The user may desire to change the configuration 222 based on the configuration state 212. Accordingly, the user may use the user interface 115 to create the request to change a value of a specific element of the configuration state 212 to a new value. The system 100 may identify the further configuration state 214 and determine whether a desired further configuration 224 represented by the configuration state 214 fulfills a number of criteria or requirements. In the example, the further configuration state 214 may include the new value of the element but may also include new values of further elements that are required to ensure consistency of the further configuration 224. By identifying the further configuration state 214, the system 100 seeks to ensure that the further configuration 224 may be consistent with predetermined criteria or requirements. By using the integrity preserving transformation 230, the system 100 ensures that the further configuration 224 is reached, that is, when the configuration is changed at all.

[0037] As an example, the configuration states 210 may represent processes of the application program and the elements may represent process steps or operations of the processes. According to a model, the processes and process steps may be related to the configuration of
the application program. Furthermore, the system of rules may include semantic rules for relating elements of the configuration states. Semantic rules may be rules that are set up to apply to contents of the configuration. Accordingly, semantic rules may for example be related to specific values of elements and describe dependencies to specific values of further parameters. In an example, semantic rules may be represented using semantic patterns that may be created according to pattern rules.

[0038] The system of rules may also include syntactic rules for relating elements of the configuration states. Syntactic rules may for example represent formal rules that apply to each element of a configuration state or a group of elements of a configuration state. Syntactic rules may for example include using syntactic patterns that are defined according to pattern rules. In a further example, it may also be that the system of rules includes syntactic rules without including semantic rules.

[0039] In an example, the processes may be workflows and the system of rules may include a formal language for describing workflows. Examples for such workflow languages include: Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), Petri nets, and Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL).

[0040] In the example, the integrity preserving transition may roll back one or more partial changes of the configuration when a further partial change of the configuration fails. Changing the configuration may include changing many parameter values that may for example be stored in different data base tables. A partial change of the configuration may include changing a single parameter value or may include changing several parameter values that are stored in one data base table. When a change to a parameter value has been completed, and a following change of a further parameter value in a further data base table fails previous changes may be rolled back. Such roll backs may be independent from a commit structure that may be provided by a data base system. Rolling back a change of a parameter value may include explicitly changing again the new value back to the original value. The original value may have been stored by the example system for enabling a roll back.

[0041] The integrity preserving transition may change the configuration in atomic units that include one or more partial changes. Each partial change of an atomic unit may be related by the system of rules to a further partial change of the atomic unit when the atomic unit comprises more than one partial change. In an example, the atomic unit may be a cluster of partial changes that depend directly or indirectly on one partial change of the cluster, that is, the one partial change has, as a consequence, one or more further partial changes to the cluster. Partial changes that may not depend on a partial change of the atomic unit may be excluded from the atomic unit. In a further example, changing the configuration may include one partial change only.

[0042] The integrity preserving transition may include partial changes that are independent of further partial changes of a further integrity preserving transformation for changing the configuration. In an example, this may mean that parallel changes of the configuration may be possible as long as they affect different partial changes (e.g., as long as they are isolated).

[0043] Furthermore, a following integrity preserving transition may change the further configuration that is a result of a previous change to a further following configuration. The following integrity preserving transition may directly follow a termination of the previous integrity preserving transition. Accordingly, a result of the integrity preserving transition may be transparent and durable and therefore accessible to following integrity preserving transitions. In a further example, the configuration state 212 may be identifiable with the configuration 222 and the further configuration state 214 may be identifiable with the further configuration 224. Therefore, in the further example the integrity preserving transformation may be identifiable with a transformation from the configuration state 212 to the further configuration state 214. Furthermore, in the further example features of the integrity preserving transformation may be used to identify the further configuration state 214. In the further example, the system of rules may be used to determine the partial changes of the integrity preserving transformation or the atomic units of the integrity preserving transformation. Furthermore, in the further example the system of rules may be used to determine partial changes that are independent of further partial changes.

[0044] Fig. 3A is a flowchart illustrating an example workflow 300 described by event-driven process chains, according to an example embodiment. The Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) notation is an example of a language for describing workflows. EPC diagrams are examples of syntactic patterns, wherein the syntax may include rules of the language. EPC diagrams may be part of an ERP program to support a customer in implementation of an ERP program, in a desired way. EPC diagrams may be part of an interactive program for displaying the EPC diagrams to a user and for changing the EPC diagrams. The interactive program may enable dragging and dropping elements of an EPC diagram in order to build an EPC diagram or to modify an EPC diagram. Furthermore, the EPC diagram may be coupled to the configuration of the application program, so that a change of the EPC diagram result in a changing of parameters of the configuration to comply with the changed EPC diagram. According to an example, changing an EPC diagram may lead to changes to entries in one or more data base tables and further to the generation of coding to model a process represented by the EPC diagram. In a further example, diagrams representing a workflow may be created according to rules of, and using the notations of, Petri nets or YAWL.

[0045] EPC may include functions of a workflow that are represented by boxes with rounded corners and events of a workflow that are represented by hexagons. Functions and events may be called basic elements of an EPC. Ovals may be elements of the EPC that repre-
sent organizational units.

An example of a syntactic rule for basic elements of an EPC is that, between two sequential functions along a control flow, an event may be required to be used. Similarly, between two following events along a control flow, a function may be required to be used.

The example workflow 300 describes a process for ordering for example materials in a company. The process may be also used for ordering services. The process may start with the event that a procurement requirement exists. It may be that products used in a factory as components of a further product are out of stock. In a further example, it may also be that the office supply is out of pencils. The event is followed by a connector and by a function that includes creating a purchase requisition (PR). The responsible organizational unit of the function is the procurement department. The function may also follow a further event as is indicated by the XOR-connector. The function is followed by an event in which the PR is created and the function in which the PR is approved by management. According to the figure, the PR may be either approved or rejected. If the PR is approved, the procurement department creates a purchase order (PO), which is followed by an event in which the PO is created and a function in which the PO is finally sent to a vendor. If the PR is rejected, the process proceeds to a function in which the procurement department decides upon the procurement requirement. Accordingly, it may either follow that the procurement requirement continues to exist, in which case the function to create a PR may follow or it may follow that the process ends, that is, the procurement requirement remains unfulfilled.

The workflow of the fulfilling the procurement requirement according to Fig. 3A may be a standard process that is modelled by an ERP program. It may be that the ERP program is delivered with such a process as a default process that most customers may desire. It may also be that the workflow is a result of a customization, that is, have been configured to be suitable to the needs of a customer.

Fig. 3B is a flowchart illustrating an example of a workflow 302 with a user interface for requesting a change of a configuration, according to an example embodiment. The user, for example a consultant, implementing the ERP program may be instructed to configure or to reconfigure the process of fulfilling a procurement requirement. According to the instruction, the user may use the interactive program to mark a configurable element of the EPC diagram and use a right mouse button to open a context menu. In Fig. 3B, the example configurable element is the function to create a PR. It may be that configurable elements, that is, elements that may be related to a change of a configuration, are displayed in a different color. In this way, the user can easily identify elements that may be configured in different ways. It may also be that lines of boxes representing a configurable element may be thicker than non-configurable elements.

In a further example, the user may use a menu to select elements and change configurable elements.

In Fig. 3B, the example context menu offers three operations executable on the configurable element. A first option is to switch off the function to create a PR (e.g., to delete the function for all runtime instances). A second option is to switch on the function (e.g., to make the function mandatory at runtime). The second option may for example already be represented by the EPC diagram. In a further example, the displayed EPC diagram may represent a configuration state that is inconsistent because the decision regarding how to configure the configurable function may not yet had been made. Accordingly, in the further example, the EPC diagram may represent a configuration that may not be used to start the application program. A third option of the context menu is to designate the function as optional (e.g., at runtime it, is decided whether the PR is created or not). Such a decision may for example depend on the value of the procurement requirement or on the person starting the procurement process.

As shown in Fig. 3B, the user may select the first option from the context menu leading to a following diagram that may be considered an intermediate diagram.

Fig. 3C is a flowchart illustrating an example of a first intermediate workflow 304 complying with the requested change, according to an example embodiment. The first intermediate workflow 304 may directly follow a selection of the first option of the context menu. According to the selection of the context menu of switching off the function to create the PR, the function is deleted from the EPC. The resulting intermediate workflow may be considered as an inconsistent workflow and is represented by an intermediate EPC diagram that is inconsistent according to EPC rules. In a further example, the first intermediate workflow may not be displayed to the user.

Fig. 3D is a flowchart illustrating an example of a second intermediate workflow 306, according to an example embodiment, that includes semantic consequencses of a requested change. An intermediate EPC diagram representing the second intermediate workflow 306 may directly follow the EPC diagram representing the first intermediate workflow. In Fig. 3D, the EPC diagram with the second intermediate workflow is also inconsistent with respect to rules of EPC.

Semantic rules for the process of fulfilling a pro-
Fig. 3E is a flowchart illustrating an example of the user. The dependent functions are deleted. In a further example, the second intermediate workflow is consistent with the example semantic rules because, in Fig. 3D, the dependent functions are deleted. In a further example, the second intermediate workflow may not be displayed to the user.

0056] Fig. 3E is a flowchart illustrating an example of a further workflow 308, according to an example embodiment, that complies with the requested change and is consistent. The EPC diagram representing the further workflow 308 is an example of the further configuration state that represents the further configuration. In a further example, the workflow 308 may also be used to represent the further configuration state. The further configuration state is consistent according to semantic rules and according to syntactic rules that may include EPC language rules. Therefore, the further workflow 308 may represent a meaningful workflow with respect to contents oriented aspects and formal aspects.

0057] The syntactic rules that may be used to derive the further workflow 308 may specify that a control flow may be required to be without interruption. Furthermore, interrupted control flows may be required to be deleted completely. The syntactic rules may specify that an event that follows a prior event, without a function in between, may be required to be deleted. According to this rule, one or more events may be required to be deleted until a consistent EPC diagram emerges. In the example, according to the rule a complete sequence of events including the event that the procurement requirement continues to exist is deleted. In a further example, the syntactic rules may specify that an event that follows a deleted function may be required to be deleted. In the example, the organizational units that are related to a deleted function are deleted according to a further syntactic rule. According to a further rule, connectors that have one incoming control flow and one outgoing control flow may be deleted, too. In Fig. 3E, the resulting EPC diagram may be used to derive the semantic consequence following from deleting the function to create a PR. In other words, the example semantic relation may be used to derive the second intermediate workflow. The diagram of the example semantic relation may be an example of a semantic pattern created according to semantic pattern rules.

0059] The example semantic relation represents the dependency between the configurable function to create the PR and the dependent functions to approve the PR and to decide upon the procurement requirement. It may further include that dependent functions may be required to be deleted when the configurable function is deleted.

0060] The diagram may be displayed to a user that changes the configuration. The diagram may also be displayed in an interactive program to a designer of workflows modelled by the ERP program. The designer may use the interactive program to create or to change dependencies between functions, that is, to define semantic rules valid for a workflow.

0061] Fig. 4 is a diagram of an example change of configurations using an integrity providing transformation. Configuration A 310 is an example of a configuration that the user may request to change based on a configuration state that represents the configuration A. The system 100 may have received the requested change, identified the further configuration state that represents configuration B 330. The system 100 may use the integrity providing transformation AB 320 to change the configuration A to configuration B.

0062] Configuration A includes five different configuration data, that is, configuration data 1, configuration data 2, configuration data 3, configuration data 4, and configuration data 5. A configuration data may for example be an entry of a data base table or a block of entries in a data base table. A configuration data may also include entries in different data base tables that are related to each other. A configuration data may also be a global parameter of the application program that is stored in a file on a hard disc drive of the computer system 100. A configuration data may represent a set of data that is changed by a partial change of an integrity preserving transformation.

0063] According to the requested change configuration data 1, configuration data 2, and configuration data 3 may be changed. It may be that a change of the configuration data 1 and configuration data 3 is directly due to the requested change. It may be that a change of the configuration data 2 may be due to a dependency following from the system of rules so that the configuration B is represented by a consistent configuration state. The dependency between the configuration data 1 and the configuration data 2 is represented by a line between the boxes representing the configuration data.

0064] The integrity preserving transformation may change the configuration A using an atomic unit 1322 that includes partial changes of the configuration data 1 and configuration data 2. The partial changes of the atom-
ic unit 1 may be related by the system of rules, that is, changing configuration data 1 may lead to a change of configuration data 2. The integrity preserving transformation 320 may further change the configuration A using an atomic unit 2 324 including a partial change of configuration data 3. In an example, the partial changes of the atomic unit 1 may be independent of the partial change of the atomic unit 2. Therefore, in the example it may be possible to execute partial changes of atomic unit 1 only and reach a configuration that is represented by a consistent configuration state. Furthermore, in the example it may be that, by changing configuration data 1 without changing configuration data 2, it may not be possible to reach a configuration that is represented by a consistent configuration state.

Determining the atomic units may be based on such criteria. For example an atomic unit may include configuration data items that are dependent on each other according to the system of rules and exclude configuration data items that are independent of each other according to the system of rules.

In a further example, the system 100 may not be able to execute the partial change of the configuration data 3. A reason may be, for example, that the data base system encounters an unresolvable error or that a connection between the system and a data base server is interrupted. A further reason may be that the user may cancel the transaction preventing the system to change the atomic unit 2. In such cases, the system 100 may roll back partial changes of the atomic unit 1 that have already been executed and may even have been committed on the level of the data base table.

Fig. 5 is a diagram of two example independent changes of configurations using integrity providing transformations. The first change from configuration A 310 is executed using the integrity preserving transformation AB 320 to reach configuration B 330. A second change from the configuration A is executed using a second integrity preserving transformation AC 340 to reach configuration C 350. The integrity preserving transformation AC includes an atomic unit 3 342 that has a partial change of configuration data 4 to configuration data 9.

The integrity preserving transformation AB may be terminated prior to the integrity preserving transformation AC because an atomic unit 4 362 includes a partial change of configuration data 8 that is a result of the integrity preserving transformation AB.

In the example shown in Fig. 5, it may be that two different users change the configuration concurrently. A first user may request a change from configuration A to configuration B, and a second user may use the system 100 to change the configuration A to configuration C. Both of the users may be provided, for example, with an EPC diagram that represents configuration A. The first user may finish first requesting the change and accordingly integrity preserving transformation AB may be finished first. The second user may continue to work on the configuration state representing configuration A and may then create a request to change the configuration.

The integrity preserving transformation AC 340 may be able to reach configuration C because the integrity preserving transformation AB and the integrity preserving transformation AC are independent (e.g., the two integrity preserving transformations include independent partial changes). Furthermore, configuration C includes changes of the integrity preserving transformation AB because the integrity preserving transformation AB has terminated prior to the integrity preserving transformation AC. In other words, the result of the integrity preserving transformation AB is transparent and may be a part of the configuration C. In a further example, a second integrity preserving transformation may not be independent of a first integrity preserving transformation. In such a case, partial changes of the second integrity preserving transformation may be rolled back completely because the second integrity preserving transformation may not be executable as desired.

The example shown in Fig. 5 may arise frequently when more than one user configures for example an ERP program. This may be the case when a large implementation project is done that has more than one project member responsible for configuring. In such a case, the system may enable a project team to work in parallel and therefore to work more efficiently. The project team may be able to rely on parallel changes of the configuration that are independent are executed in a secure way and that changes of the configuration that are dependent are treated so that consistency is preserved. In a further example, many changes may be entered to a further system. The further system may collect such changes and send them to the system for changing the configuration in one file. The file may therefore include independent changes that may be processed by the system in an efficient way by allowing for parallel or simultaneous changes.

Fig. 6 is a diagram of two example sequential changes of configurations using integrity providing transformations. The first integrity preserving transformation AB is terminated and followed by an integrity preserving transformation BD 360 to reach configuration D 370. The integrity preserving transformation BD 360 is dependent on the integrity preserving transformation AB because an atomic unit 4 362 includes a partial change of the configuration data 8 that is a result of the partial change of the configuration data 3. Such dependent integrity preserving transformations may be done when the integrity preserving transformation AB is terminated and the result is transparent to further transactions for changing the configuration. This may include updating the configuration state that represents configuration A to the further configuration state that represents the configuration B. Therefore, a user being provided with the updated configuration state may request changes that lead to the integrity preserving transformation BD.

Fig. 7 is a simplified flow diagram of an example
embodiment. The example embodiment is an example computer-implemented method 400 for changing a configuration of an application program. The example method includes operations receiving 410 the request for changing the configuration and accessing 420 the configuration state that represents the configuration. Operations of the method 400, such as receiving 410 the request and accessing 420 the configuration state may also be executed in a different order. In a further example, it may be that the configuration state is accessed when a user enters an interactive program for changing the configuration of the application program. The method 400 further includes identifying 430 the further configuration state that is consistent with the system of rules and that represents a further configuration that complies with the request, and using 440 the integrity preserving transition to change the configuration to the further configuration.

[0075] As a first optional feature, the configuration states may represent processes of the application program and may have elements that represent operations of the processes. As a second optional feature, the system of rules may include semantic rules for relating elements of the configuration states. As a third optional feature the system of rules may include syntactic rules for relating elements of the configuration states. Furthermore, the system of rules may include any one of the following formal languages providing a syntax: EPC, Petri nets, YAWL.

[0076] In an example, the first optional feature and the second optional feature may be combined to a further method. In the further method, identifying the further configuration state may include checking in a first stage that elements of the further configuration state are consistent with semantic rules of the system of rules. This may be done by at least one of adding content to and eliminating content from the process represented by the configuration state to obtain an intermediate configuration state. In the further method, identifying the further configuration state may include checking in a second stage that the elements of the further configuration state are consistent with syntactic rules of the system of rules by at least one of adding elements to and eliminating elements from the intermediate configuration state to obtain the further configuration state.

[0077] As a fourth optional feature, the integrity preserving transition may roll back one or more partial changes of the configuration when a further partial change of the configuration fails. As a fifth optional feature, the integrity preserving transition may change the configuration in atomic units that comprise one or more partial changes. As a sixth optional feature, the integrity preserving transition may include partial changes that are independent of further partial changes of a further integrity preserving transformation for changing the configuration. As a seventh optional feature, a following integrity preserving transition may change the further configuration to a further following configuration following a termination of the integrity preserving transition.

[0078] Optional features of the example method may also be combined independently with each other to define further example methods. Furthermore, optional features of the example method may correspond to optional features of an example system for changing the configuration. Accordingly, the corresponding optional features of the example system may also be combined independently to give further example implementations of the system.

[0079] Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a software architecture, according to an example embodiment. The example embodiment includes the computer system 100 with a computer program product 500. The computer system 100 may have hardware components or units that have been described in a previous figure. In Fig. 8 software components of the system 100 are illustrated using the block diagram with the software architecture.

[0080] The computer program product 500 may have instructions that may be grouped into modules. The computer program product may include a module 510 to receive the request to change the configuration of the application program. The computer program product may include a module 520 to access the configuration state that represents the configuration of the application program. The computer program product may include a module 530 to identify the further configuration state that is consistent with the system of rules and that represents the further configuration complying with the request. The computer program product may include a module 540 to use an integrity preserving transition to change the configuration to the further configuration.

[0081] The computer system 100 may include the computer program product 500 so that the computer system 100 may be able to execute instructions of the computer program product 500. Instructions of the computer program product may be distributed in the computer system. In an example, instructions of a module may be a part of one or more hardware components of the system. More specifically, a part of the module may be stored in the storage unit 130 (see Fig. 1) and a further part of the module may be processed by the processing unit 120. It may also be that all modules are stored in the storage unit to which they have been transferred from a storage medium such as a compact disc (CD).

[0082] The computer program product 500 may be related to a method that is in accordance to an embodiment. The computer program product 500 may include instructions for the computer system 100 and may be configured to cause the computer system to execute method operations according to the method. The method operations may be according to the method having any combination of the optional features, possibly also without any of the optional features.

[0083] As noted above, example embodiments within the scope of the present invention include computer program products. The computer program products may be stored on computer-readable media for carrying or having computer-executable instructions or data structures.
Such computer-readable media may be any available media that can be accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer. By way of example, such computer-readable media may include RAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium that may be used to carry or store desired program code in the form of computer-executable instructions or data structures and which can be accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer. When information is transferred or provided over a network or another communications connection (either hardwired, wireless, or a combination of hardwired or wireless) to a computer, the computer properly views the connection as a computer-readable medium. Thus, any such connection is an example of a computer-readable medium. Combinations of the above are also to be included within the scope of computer-readable media. Computer-executable instructions include, for example, instructions and data which cause a general purpose computer, a special purpose computer, or a special purpose processing device to perform a certain function or group of functions. Furthermore, computer-executable instructions include, for example, instructions that have to be processed by a computer to transform the instructions into a format that is executable by a computer. The computer-executable instructions may be in a source format that is compiled or interpreted to obtain the instructions in the executable format. When the computer-executable instructions are transformed, a first computer may for example transform the computer-executable instructions into the executable format and a second computer may execute the transformed instructions.

Example embodiments have been described in the general context of method operations, which may be implemented in one embodiment by a computer program product including computer-executable instructions, such as program code, executed by computers in networked environments. Computer-executable instructions may be grouped in modules or program modules. Generally, program modules include for example routines, programs, objects, components, or data structures that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Computer-executable instructions, associated data structures, and program modules represent examples of program code for executing steps of the methods disclosed herein. The particular sequence of such executable instructions or associated data structures represents examples of corresponding acts for implementing the functions described in such operations.

Some embodiments may be operated in a networked environment using logical connections to one or more remote computers having processors. Logical connections may include for example a local area network (LAN) and a wide area network (WAN). The examples are presented here by way of example and not limitation. Such networking environments are commonplace in office-wide or enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets and the Internet. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that such network computing environments will typically encompass many types of computer system configurations, including personal computers, hand-held devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. Embodiments may also be practiced in distributed computing environments where tasks are performed by local and remote processing devices that are linked (either by hardwired links, wireless links, or by a combination of hardwired or wireless links) through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment, program modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices.

An example system for implementing the overall system or portions might include a general purpose computing device in the form of a conventional computer, including a processing unit, a system memory, and a system bus that couples various system components including the system memory to the processing unit. The system memory may include read only memory (ROM) and random access memory (RAM). The computer may also include a magnetic hard disk drive for reading from and writing to a magnetic hard disk, a magnetic disk drive for reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk, and an optical disk drive for reading from or writing to removable optical disk such as a CD-ROM or other optical media. The drives and their associated computer-readable media provide nonvolatile storage of computer-executable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the computer.

Software and web implementations could be accomplished with standard programming techniques with rule based logic and other logic to accomplish the various database searching steps, correlation steps, comparison steps and decision steps. It should also be noted that the word “component” as used herein and in the claims is intended to encompass implementations using one or more lines of software code, hardware implementations, or equipment for receiving manual inputs.

Claims

1. A system (100) comprising:

   a communication unit (110) operable to receive a request to change a configuration (222) of an application program;

   a storage unit (130) operable to access a configuration state (212) that represents the configuration (222) of the application program; and

   a processing unit (120) operable to identify a further configuration state (214) that is consistent with a system of rules and that represents a further configuration (224) that complies with the request, the system of rules includ-
The system (100) of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the integrity preserving transition (230) changes the configuration (222) in atomic units that comprise one or more partial changes, each partial change of an atomic unit being related by the system of rules to a further partial change of the atomic unit when the atomic unit comprises more than one partial change.

5. The system (100) of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the integrity preserving transition (230) comprises any one of the following formal languages for describing a workflow: event-driven process chains, Petri nets, and yet another workflow language.

6. The system (100) of any one of the preceding claims, wherein a following integrity preserving transition changes the further configuration (224) to a further following configuration following a termination of the integrity preserving transition (230).

7. The system (100) of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the integrity preserving transition (230) comprises partial changes that are independent of further partial changes of a further integrity preserving transformation for changing the configuration (222).

8. A method comprising:

   receiving a request to change a configuration (222) of an application program;

   accessing a configuration state (212) that represents the configuration (222) of the application program;

   identifying a further configuration state (214) that is consistent with a system of rules and that represents a further configuration (224) that complies with the request, the system of rules including rules that describe at least one relationships between elements of configuration states (210) and being used to check one ore more criteria that the further configuration state (214) is required to fulfill for consistency of the further configuration (224), wherein identifying the further configuration state (214) comprises in accordance with the request to change the configuration of the application program, at least one of adding content to and eliminating content from the configuration state (212) to obtain the further configuration state (214) complying with the requested change and consistent with said semantic rules; and checking in a second stage that the elements of the further configuration state (214) are consistent with syntactic rules of the system of rules by at least one of adding elements to and eliminating elements from the second intermediate configuration state to obtain the further configuration state (214) complying with the requested change and consistent with said semantic rules and with said syntactic rules; and use an integrity preserving transition (230) to change the configuration (222) to the further configuration (224) the integrity preserving transition (230) terminating with the further configuration (224) when the integrity preserving transition changes the configuration (222).

2. The system (100) of claim 1, wherein the configuration state (212) and the further configuration state (214) represent processes of the application program and have elements that represent operations of the processes.

3. The system (100) of any one of the preceding claims wherein the system of rules comprises semantic rules and/or syntactic rules for relating elements of the configuration states (210), the semantic rules being rules that apply to content of the configurations (222, 224), the syntactic rules being rules that apply to one or more elements of the configuration states (210).

4. The system (100) of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the system of rules comprises any one of the following formal languages for describing a workflow:
rules by at least one of adding elements to and eliminating elements from the second intermediate configuration state to obtain the further configuration state (214) complying with the requested change and consistent with said semantic rules and with said syntactic rules; and using an integrity preserving transition (230) to change the configuration (222) to the further configuration (224), the integrity preserving transition (230) terminating with the further configuration (224) when the integrity preserving transition (230) changes the configuration (222).

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the configuration state (212) and the further configuration state (214) represent processes of the application program and have elements that represent operations of the processes.

10. The method of claim 8 or 9, wherein the system of rules comprises semantic rules and/or syntactic rules for relating elements of the configuration states (210), the semantic rules being rules that apply to content of the configurations (222, 224), the syntactic rules being rules that apply to one or more elements of the configuration states (210).

11. The method of any one of the preceding claims 8 to 10, wherein the system of rules comprises any one of the following formal languages for describing a workflow:

   event-driven process chains, Petri nets, yet another workflow language.

12. The method of any one of the preceding claims 8 to 11 wherein the integrity preserving transition (230) changes the configuration (222) in atomic units that comprise one or more partial changes, wherein each partial change of an atomic unit is related by the system of rules to a further partial change of the atomic unit when the atomic unit comprises more than one partial change.

13. The method of any one of the preceding claims 8 to 12, wherein the integrity preserving transition (230) comprises partial changes that are independent of further partial changes of a further integrity preserving transformation for changing the configuration (222).

14. The method of any one of the preceding claims 8 to 13, wherein a following integrity preserving transition changes the further configuration (224) to a further following configuration following a termination of the integrity preserving transition (230).

15. A computer program product that comprises computer readable instructions, which when loaded and run in a computer system and/or computer network system, causes the computer system and/or the computer network system to perform operations according to a method of any one of claims 8 to 14.

Patentansprüche

1. System (100), umfassend:

eine Kommunikationseinheit (110), die betriebsfähig ist, eine Anfrage zur Änderung einer Konfiguration (222) eines Anwendungsprogramms zu empfangen;

eine Speichereinheit (130), die betriebsfähig ist, auf einen Konfigurationsstatus (212) zuzugreifen, der die Konfiguration (222) des Anwendungsprogramms darstellt; und

verarbeitungseinheit (120), die betriebsfähig ist zum Identifizieren eines weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214), der mit einem Regelwerk im Einklang steht und der eine weitere Konfiguration (224) darstellt, die der Anfrage genügt, wobei das Regelwerk Regeln enthält, die zumindest eine Beziehung zwischen Elementen eines Konfigurationsstatus (210) beschreiben und verwendet werden, um ein oder mehrere Kriterien, die der weitere Konfigurationsstatus (214) erfüllen muss, zur Konstanz bzw. Widerspruchsfreiheit der weiteren Konfiguration (224) zu überprüfen, wobei das Identifizieren des weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) gemäß der Anfrage zur Änderung der Konfiguration des Anwendungsprogramms zumindest eines von Hinzufügen von Inhalt zu und Elimiernien von Inhalt aus dem Konfigurationsstatus (212) umfasst, um einen ersten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus zu erhalten, welcher der angeforderten Änderung genügt; Überprüfen, in einem ersten Stadium, dass Elemente des weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) mit semantischen Regeln des Regelwerks in Einklang stehen, und zwar durch zumindest eines von Hinzufügen von Inhalt zu und Eliminieren von Inhalt aus dem Prozess, der durch den ersten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus dargestellt wird, um einen zweiten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus zu erhalten, welcher der angeforderten Änderung genügt und mit den semantischen Regeln in Einklang steht; und Überprüfen, in einem zweiten Stadium, dass die Elemente des weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) mit syntaktischen Regeln des Regelwerks in Einklang stehen, und zwar durch zumindest eines von Hinzufügen von Elementen zu und Eliminieren von Elementen aus dem zweiten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus, um den weiteren
1. Konfigurationsstatus (214) zu erhalten, welcher der angeforderten Änderung genügt und mit den semantischen Regeln und den syntaktischen Regeln in Einklang steht; und
Verwenden einer Integritätswahrungstransition (230) zum Ändern der Konfiguration (222) zu der weiteren Konfiguration (224), wobei die Integritätswahrungstransition (230) mit der weiteren Konfiguration (224) abschließt, wenn die Integritätswahrungstransition die Konfiguration (222) ändert.

2. System (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Konfigurationsstatus (212) und der weitere Konfigurationsstatus (214) Prozesse des Anwendungsprogramms darstellen und Elemente aufweisen, die Operationen der Prozesse darstellen.


4. System (100) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Regelwerk eine der folgenden formalen Sprachen zum Beschreiben eines Arbeitsablaufs bzw. Workflows umfasst:
ereignisgesteuerte Prozessketten, Petri-Netze und noch eine andere Arbeitsablaufs- bzw. Workflow-Sprache.

5. System (100) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Integritätswahrungstransition (230) die Konfiguration (222) in atomaren Einheiten ändert, die eine oder mehrere Teiländerung umfassen, wobei jede Teiländerung einer atomaren Einheit durch das Regelwerk mit einer weiteren Teiländerung in Beziehung steht bzw. verknüpft, wenn die atomare Einheit mehr als eine Teiländerung umfasst.

6. System (100) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Integritätswahrungstransition (230) Teiländerungen umfasst, die unabhängig von weiteren Teiländerungen einer weiteren Integritätswahrungstransition zum Ändern der Konfiguration (222) sind.

7. System (100) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei eine folgende Integritätswahrungs-

8. Verfahren, umfassend:
Empfangen einer Anfrage zur Änderung einer Konfiguration (222) eines Anwendungsprechens;
Zugreifen auf einen Konfigurationsstatus (212), der die Konfiguration (222) des Anwendungs-
programms darstellt;
Identifizieren eines weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214), der mit einem Regelwerk im Einklang steht und der eine andere Konfiguration (224) darstellt, die der Anfrage genügt, wobei das Regelwerk Regeln enthält, die mindestens eine Beziehung zwischen Elementen eines Konfigurationsstatus (210) beschreiben und verwendet werden, um ein oder mehrere Kriterien, die der weitere Konfigurationsstatus (214) erfüllen muss, zur Konstanz bzw. Widerspruchsfreiheit der weiteren Konfiguration (224) zu überprüfen, wobei das Identifizieren des weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) gemäß der Anfrage zur Änderung der Konfiguration des Anwendungsprogramms zumindest eines von Hinzufügen von Inhalt zu und Eliminieren von Inhalt aus dem Konfigurationsstatus (221) umfasst, um einen ersten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus zu erhalten, welcher der angeforderten Änderung genügt; Überprüfen, in einem ersten Stadium, dass Elemente des weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) mit semantischen Regeln des Regelwerks in Einklang stehen, und zwar durch zumindest eines von Hinzufügen von Inhalt zu und Eliminieren von Inhalt aus dem Prozess, der durch den ersten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus dargestellt wird, um einen zweiten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus zu erhalten, welcher der angeforderten Änderung genügt und mit den semantischen Regeln in Einklang steht; und Überprüfen, in einem zweiten Stadium, dass die Elemente des weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) mit syntaktischen Regeln des Regelwerks in Einklang stehen, und zwar durch zumindest eines von Hinzufügen von Elementen zu und Eliminieren von Elementen aus dem zweiten Zwischenkonfigurationsstatus, um den weiteren Konfigurationsstatus (214) zu erhalten, welcher der angeforderten Änderung genügt und mit den semantischen Regeln und den syntaktischen Regeln in Einklang steht; und Verwenden einer Integritätswahrungstransition (230) zum Ändern der Konfiguration (222) zu der weiteren Konfiguration (224), wobei die Integritätswahrungstransition (230) mit der weiteren Konfiguration (224) abschließt, wenn die In-
tegritätswahrungstransition (230) die Konfiguration (222) ändert.


11. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche 8 bis 10, wobei das Regelwerk eine der folgenden formalen Sprachen zum Beschreiben eines Arbeitsablaufs bzw. Workflows umfasst:

ereignisgesteuerte Prozessketten, Petri-Netze
und noch eine andere Arbeitsablaufs- bzw. Workflow-Sprache.

12. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche 8 bis 11, wobei die Integritätswahrungstransition (230) die Konfiguration (222) in atomaren Einheiten ändert, die eine oder mehrere Teiländerung umfassen, wobei jede Teiländerung einer atomaren Einheit durch das Regelwerk mit einer weiteren Teiländerung der atomaren Einheit in Beziehung steht bzw. verknüpft ist, wenn die atomare Einheit mehr als eine Teiländerung umfasst.

13. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche 8 bis 12, wobei die Integritätswahrungstransition (230) Teiländerungen umfasst, die unabhängig von weiteren Teiländerungen einer weiteren Integritätswahrungstransition zum Ändern der Konfiguration (222) sind.

14. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche 8 bis 13, wobei eine folgende Integritätswahrungstransition die weitere Konfiguration (224) zu einer weiteren folgenden Konfiguration auf einen Abschluss der Integritätswahrungstransition (230) folgend ändert.

15. Computerprogrammprodukt, das computerlesbare Instruktionen umfasst, die, wenn in einem Computersystem und/oder Computernetzsystem geladen und ausgeführt, das Computersystem und/oder das Computernetzsystem veranlassen, Operationen gemäß einem Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 14 auszuführen.

Revendications

1. Système (100) comprenant :

un module de communication (110) pouvant opérer pour recevoir une demande de changer une configuration (222) d’un programme d’application ;
un module de stockage (130) pouvant opérer pour accéder à un état de configuration (212) qui représente la configuration (222) du programme d’application ; et
un module de traitement (120) pouvant opérer pour identifier un autre état de configuration (214) qui est cohérent avec un système de règles et qui représente une autre configuration (224) qui se conforme à la demande, le système de règles incluant des règles qui décrivent au moins un rapport entre des éléments d’états de configuration (210) et étant utilisé pour vérifier un ou plusieurs critères que l’autre état de configuration (214) est requis de remplir pour la cohérence de l’autre configuration (224), dans lequel identifier l’autre état de configuration (214) est requis de remplir pour la cohérence de l’autre configuration (224), dans lequel identifier l’autre état de configuration (214) est requis de remplir pour la cohérence de l’autre configuration (224), dans lequel identifier l’autre état de configuration (214) est requis de remplir pour la cohérence de l’autre configuration (224).
4. Système (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le système de règles comprend des règles sémantiques et/ou des règles syntaxiques pour rattacher des éléments des états de configuration (210), les règles sémantiques étant des règles qui s’appliquent au contenu des configurations (222, 224), les règles syntaxiques étant des règles qui s’appliquent à un ou plusieurs éléments des états de configuration (210).

5. Système (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) change la configuration (222) en unités atomiques qui comprennent un ou plusieurs changements partiels, chaque changement partiel d’une unité atomique étant rattaché par le système de règles à un autre changement partiel de l’unité atomique lorsque l’unité atomique comprend plus d’un changement partiel.

6. Système (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) comprend des changements partiels qui sont indépendants d’autres changements partiels d’une autre transformation de préservation d’intégrité pour changer la configuration (222).

7. Système (100) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel une transition de préservation d’intégrité suivante change l’autre configuration (224) en une autre configuration suivante suite à un arrêt de la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230).

8. Procédé comprenant :

recevoir une demande de changer une configu-

ration (222) d’un programme d’application ;
accéder à un état de configuration (212) qui représente la configuration (222) du programme d’application ;
identifier un autre état de configuration (214) qui est cohérent avec un système de règles et qui représente une autre configuration (224) qui se conforme à la demande, le système de règles incluant des règles qui décrivent au moins un rapport entre des éléments d’états de configuration (210) et étant utilisé pour vérifier un ou plusieurs critères que l’autre état de configuration (214) est requis pour remplir pour la cohérence de l’autre configuration (224), dans lequel identifier l’autre état de configuration (214) comprend conformément à la demande de changer la configuration du programme d’application au moins une action parmi l’ajout de contenu et l’élimination de contenu de l’état de configuration (212) pour obtenir un premier état de configuration intermédiaire se conformant au changement demandé ; vérifier dans un premier stade que des éléments de l’autre état de configuration (214) sont cohérents avec des règles sémantiques du système de règles par au moins une action parmi l’ajout de contenu à et l’élimination de contenu du processus représenté par le premier état de configuration intermédiaire pour obtenir un second état de configuration intermédiaire se conformant au changement demandé et cohérent avec lesdites règles sémantiques ; et vérifier dans un second stade que les éléments de l’autre état de configuration (214) sont cohérents avec des règles syntaxiques du système de règles par au moins une action parmi l’ajout d’éléments à et l’élimination d’éléments du second état de configuration intermédiaire pour obtenir l’autre état de configuration (214) se conformant au changement demandé et cohérent avec lesdites règles sémantiques et avec lesdites règles syntaxiques ; et utiliser une transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) pour changer la configuration (222) en l’autre configuration (224), la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) se terminant avec l’autre configuration (224) lorsque la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) change la configuration (222).
tiques et/ou des règles syntaxiques pour rattacher des éléments des états de configuration (210), les règles sémantiques étant des règles qui s’appliquent au contenu des configurations (222, 224), les règles syntaxiques étant des règles qui s’appliquent à un ou plusieurs éléments des états de configuration (210).

11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes 8 à 10, dans lequel le système de règles comprend l’un quelconque des langages formels suivants pour décrire un flux de production :

   - des chaînes de processus entraînées par des événements,
   - des réseaux de Pétri,
   - encore un autre langage de flux de production.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes 8 à 11, dans lequel la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) change la configuration (222) en unités atomiques qui comprennent un ou plusieurs changements partiels, dans lequel chaque changement partiel d’une unité atomique est rattaché par le système de règles à un autre changement partiel de l’unité atomique lorsque l’unité atomique comprend plus d’un changement partiel.

13. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes 8 à 12, dans lequel la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230) comprend des changements partiels qui sont indépendants d’autres changements partiels d’une autre transformation de préservation d’intégrité pour changer la configuration (222).

14. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes 8 à 13, dans lequel une transition de préservation d’intégrité suivante change l’autre configuration (224) en une autre configuration suivante suite à un arrêt de la transition de préservation d’intégrité (230).

15. Produit de programme informatique qui comprend des instructions lisibles par ordinateur qui, lors de son chargement et exécution dans un système informatique et/ou système de réseau informatique, amène le système informatique et/ou le système de réseau informatique à réaliser des opérations conformément à un procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 14.
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